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Mist of Pandaria Raid Meeting 

We should all be proud of our raid accomplishments in Cata. As a raid team we have defeated all Cata 

raid content and went 2/8 heroics in DS. Pretty impressive considering that our raid team was formed 

less than 4 months ago.  

We will continue to run DS on Friday and Sat evenings up until we start MOP raiding. At which point 

DS will become a secondary priority to MOP and will be moved to another day and time.  

 – Here is what I know about the coming raids. The first raid Mogu’shan Vaults is rumored to be 

released on Tuesday, October 2, 2012, but no guarantees as there hasn’t been an official announcement from 

Blizzard.  The LFR version will be a week later and Heart of Fear raid is scheduled for release in a month. From 

my research it looks like the ilvl raiders need to shoot for is approx. 480. Everyone make sure to check out 

professions, reps, dungeons, challenges and etc. for building your gear. If you make something that can benefit 

someone else or find a place to get upgraded gear please share with the rest of the raid team. Let’s help each other 

to get ready for raiding.  

It’s hard to know what to expect as everyone will be going in fresh, yes people have run the raids on 

Beta, but Beta is a different and Blizzard is sure to made many changes before the release. We need to 

go in with a positive attitude but be prepared to wipe a lot; it is what makes a challenge a challenge!!! 

I’m going to be honest here if you can’t keep your spirits high while wiping then maybe raiding is not 

the route for you. I’m not saying that we are going to go in and wipe for 4 hours straight, once we reach 

a point where we are not progressing, we will call it, but this does not mean 2-4 wipes later.   

We’re going to need team work, focus, and dedication to defeat the MOP content.  That being said; this 

raid team was formed to have fun and be stress-free while progressing. We are not a hard core raid team 

that will progress at any cost. If hard core is what you’re looking for and you find another guild, speak 

up we will understand. We just ask that you don’t actively recruit from our guild.  

We’re going to go in, give it our best every week and progress while having fun!! Every time we go in, 

we will learn more, get gear and get a better understanding of our team & toons. In-between runs we 

will do a little research on areas that need improvement, so the next run will be a little easier.  

- Ok so, keeping in mind that our purpose is: fun non-stressful progression raiding, this 

doesn’t mean that we don’t have to work.   If you want to be a raider and give our team a chance at 

success; I’m asking for the following: 

1) Please sign up 3 days prior to the raid, even if it is tentative. If you do state tentative, take the 

time to send me a message letting me know what’s up and the probability of you being there.  

2) If you sign up and cannot make it please let me know ASAP. Tons of ways to get in touch of me, 

whisper, mail, email, text. Communication guys!!! Guild mother tracking everyone down is not 

how I want to spend my time.  

3) Please be on and ready 30mins or more prior to the raid start time. 
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4) Read and watch the videos on our website/home page. Take the initiative and do your own 

research. I have posted several helpful websites on the home page and in the raid tab, use them as 

they are not there to make our site look pretty.  

5) Suggestions during raiding either out loud or via whisper are encouraged. Everyone is learning 

including the raid leader. However, keep negative comments/tattles out of the raid run. If there is 

an issue or concern let me know afterwards.  

6) Keep AFKs to a minimum and always say you need to go AFK and for how long. There are 9 

other people in the raid and we cannot be paused.  

7) Take pride in your toon and gear it properly – Potions, Food, Enchants, Gems and No PVP. 

Don’t sign up if you are not willing to do these things.  

We have two types of raiders in our guild and I would like to make them official. Core Raiders – 

Attends majority of our progression raids. Alt Raiders – Fills in when needed.  

Seniority - Signed > tentative > not signed, Core > Alts, Guild > PUG (Exception certain class is 

mandatory) 

Loot – MS > OS and one gear per raider. Raid Leader is not going to babysit, know your gear and what 

you have received.   

In order to plan and coordinate our team and see what is needed. I’m asking every raider to do the 

following as soon as this meeting is over. Send me mail with the following information:  

1) Let me know if you want to be a Core Raider or an Alt Raider.  

2) Let me know what toons you want to raid with and what will be your main, list specs as well. 

 

1) Set Start and End Times – Something urgent IRF comes up understandable. But I’m going to 

go play Xbox is not acceptable or fare to the other raiders. After end time it’s a group decision to 

continue.  

2) Times and Multiple Runs: Friday short runs and Sat long runs. Suggestions Friday 7pm - 9pm 

and Sat 5pm – 8pm. 

 

 

 

 


